paper identifies three different interpretations of neo-liberalism. I distinguish between analyses that understand neo-liberalism as a policy framework, those that portray neo-liberalism as an ideology and those who conceptualize neo-liberalism through the lens of governmentality. I show that each of these interpretations of neoliberalism has different implications for understandings of the restructuring of welfare state processes and for the envisaging of political strategies that might further aspirations for social justice and collective forms of well-being. In this context, it should be immediately apparent that this delineation of the different interpretations of neo-liberalism is not simply an academic exercise; our understandings of this phenomenon shape our readings of the scope and content of possible political interventions.
I argue that analyses that characterize neo-liberalism as either a policy response to the exigencies of the global economy, or the capturing of the policy agenda by the "New Right," run the risk of under-estimating the significance of contemporary transformations in governance. Neo-liberalism is both a political discourse about the nature of rule and a set of practices that facilitate the governing of individuals from a distance. In this regard, understanding neo-liberalism as governmentality opens useful avenues for the investigation of the restructuring of welfare state processes. At the same time, however, I suggest that the insights of the governmentality literature should be enhanced by those from feminist and other critical theorizing in which contested nature of discursive practices is centred. In this regard:
Those whose aim it is to create knowledge that will assist social contestation should take on the difficult work of understanding actual and possible contests and struggles around rule, and our theories should enable rather than prevent such projects.t
Neo-Iiberalism as Policy
The most common conceptualization of neo-liberalism is as a policy framework-marked by a shift from Keynesian welfarism towards a political agenda favouring the relatively unfettered operation of markets. Often this renewed emphasis on markets is understood to be directly associated with the so-called globalization of capital. The argument is a familiar one. New forms of globalized production relations and financial systems are forcing governments to abandon their commitment to the welfare state.>Rather than formulating policies to ensure full employment and an inclusive social welfare system, governments are now focused on enhancing economic efficiency and international competitiveness. One consequence is the "rolling back" of welfare state activities, and a new emphasis on market provisioning of formerly "public" goods and services.
Analysts tend to attribute this shift in policy agendas to the capture of key institutions and political actors by a particular political Ideology (with a capital "I"), a body of ideas or a worldview.e This body of ideas is understood to rest on five values: the individual; freedom of choice; market security; laissez faire, and minimal government." These values underpin the new institutional economics (built on public choice theory, transactions cost theory and principal-agency theory) which, together with a new emphasis on managerialism, comprise the intellectual basis of the neo-liberal challenge to Keynesian welfarism, and provide the theoretical impetus for deregulation and privatization. In tum, this new intellectual agenda has been popularized by think tanks and corporate decision makers, backed by powerful international organizers such as the IMF and the World Bank.s
The widespread adoption of this system of ideas, which has resulted in a free market version of restructuring, is attributed to the influence of key politicians and/or political organizations. Politicians such as Thatcher and Reagan are most often mentioned, together with their counterparts elsewhere, such as Mulroney and Douglas.? Other analyses focus on the importance of Finance Departments and Treasury advisers.tv Finally, a wide set of both public and private interests, particularly those representing multi-national capital, are identified as supportive of market liberalism. I I In each analytical case, however, it is assumed that neo-liberalism is a policy reform programme initiated and rationalized through a relatively coherent theoretical and Ideological framework.
Of course there is a healthy internal debate amongst those who understand neo-liberalism as a policy agenda. Public choice theory, to give just one example, has been challenged on numerous grounds.u It is also clear that neo-liberal policies are differentially applied. In their discussion of New Zealand's model of public management, for example, Jonathon Boston and his colleagues stress that, "As is often the case, broad overarching terms, such as the NPM, can shelter within them a wealth of policy diversity."13 My point is, however, that despite debate and diversity within this literature, the key actors are understood to be politicians and policy makers, and component parts of the neo-liberal policy agenda are seen as mutually reinforcing. Indeed, the very use of the word agenda "denotes a coherent program of things to be done." 14 Such analyses constitute the vast majority of popular interpretations, as well as many academic commentaries on neo-liberalism. Understandably, for many such observers the extension of market relations is highly problematic. More specifically, deregulation and privatization are identified as transferring power away from democratically elected governments with a mandate to ensure universal service provision, towards private capital concerned primarily with furthering opportunities for accumulation. In turn, this shift from public to private sector is understood to erode the foundations of both national economies and traditional social solidarities. As Susan Strange has observed, "that these changes have to a large extent emasculated state control over national economies and societies has almost become a journalistic platitude. "15 In these analyses the response to neo-liberalism tends to take the form of arguments over the success, or otherwise, of policy programmes. Consequently the outcomes of neo-liberal policy reforms predominate in these debates. In New Zealand, for example, quantitative research based on macro-economic indicators is used to dispute the efficacy of the shift towards "more market."16 Social policy analysts have demonstrated that increased social and spatial polarization is amongst the consequences of neo-liberal reform. I? It is also argued that neo-liberalism has exaggerated swings in the business cycle. The most common response to the shift to a minimalist non-interventionist state is an argument for the reintroduction of forms of state control that will attenuate the power of the market and prioritize the re-establishment of national control. Thus a change in the policy agenda, involving a return to the more protectionist stance associated with Keynesian welfarism, is seen as the primary solution to the problems generated by neo-liberalism.
My argument is that while accounts ofneo-liberalism as policy serve a useful purpose in terms of elaborating the consequences of welfare state restructuring, as an explanation of the phenomenon itself they may raise more questions than they answer. It is notable that, for example, that while very few political parties explicitly identify themselves as neo-liberal, adherence to market-based pol-icy options characterize the current policy programmes of social democratic and conservative governments alike. Assuming a critical distance from the tenets of neo-liberalism, in particular the preference for market mechanisms as a means of ensuring social well-being, how is it that such a massive transformation in the policy-making agenda has been achieved?
Moreover, given the tenuous empirical claims and lack of intellectual rigour on which this policy agenda appears to be based, how is it possible to explain the tenacity of ideas associated with neo-liberalism? For as political scientist Janine Brodie has observed, "changing public expectations about citizenship entitlements, the collective provision of social needs, and the efficacy of the welfare state has been a critical victory for neo-liberalism."18 It is noticeable in New Zealand, for example, that despite the apparent unpopularity of the so-called "free market revolution," many political claims are now framed in the language of choice, flexibility and the market.i? In short, how do we account for the apparent success of neo-liberalism in shaping both political programmes and individual subjectivities?
Neo-Iiberalism as Ideology Neo-Marxist and socialist-feminist theorizations of neo-liberalism provide useful means of addressing these questions, and thus constitute the second interpretation of neo-liberalism to be discussed in this paper. This might be seen as a more "sociological" approach to neo-liberalism in which a wider range of institutions, organizations and processes are considered. Best known of these are the analyses of Thatcherism associated with British theorist Stuart Hall. Rejecting the "classic variant" of the Marxist theory of ideology, namely the idea that the ruling ideas are the ideas of the ruling class, Hall argues that the power of Thatcherism was its ability to constitute subject positions from which its discourses about the world made sense to people in a range of different social positions.s? In doing so Thatcherism "changed the currency of political thought and argument" and marked the consolidation of a new ideological hegemony based on the tenets of neo-Iiberalism.u
In arguing that Thatcherism was an ideological transformation, Hall makes explicit three points: first, that neo-liberalism is not simply a system of ideas, nor a lurch to the Right in the formulation of policy agendas; second, that power is not constituted and exercised exclusively on the terrain of the state; third, that hege-mony is only achieved through an ongoing process of contestation and struggle. Strongly influenced by Gramsci, his claim is that Thatcherism is best understood as a "struggle to gain ascendancy over the entire social formation, to achieve positions of leadership in a number of different sites of social life at once, to achieve the commanding position on a broad strategic front." 22 Most immediately, the strength of this work is that it does not underestimate the contradictions and complexities ofThatcherism as a concrete political phenomenon. In particular, Hall was concerned with the fact that Thatcherism had managed to articulate the interests of a wide range of groups in Britain, thereby clearing the way for the reassertion of market forces. Moreover, rather than understanding the ideology of the "New Right" as a coherent corpus, he emphasized the different threads of this ideological formation; in this case, the tensions between a "pure" neo-liberal ideology premised on the individual and free market, and a more traditional conservative ideology based on family and nation. Finally, his work opens the crucial question of identity. Rather than dismissing the attraction of the English working class to Thatcherism as "false consciousness," he explored the ways in which individual and group understandings were reconstructed through and against these ideological processes.
Hall's analysis of Thatcherism was, in part, an intellectual response to apparent political acquiescence of the British working class to neo-liberal tenets. As the articles in Morley and Chen suggest, however, it was also a response to the rise of the so-called social movements (including feminism, gay and lesbian politics, and ethnic struggles) and the subsequent extension of politics into "lifestyle" issues such as health, food, sexuality and the body. 23 More generally, as social heterogeneity and cross-cutting axes become increasingly visible, social theorists have been forced to take questions of identity and subjectivity more seriously. Indeed, it is noticeable that identity has become a "keyword" for the social sciences, and that a more capacious Gramscian conception of ideology is now commonplace.e'
There have, of course, been influential critiques of Hall's work.
Perhaps best known is the debate that took place in New Left Review during the 1980s. In this debate Hall was accused of overstating support for the New Right and, in doing so, indulging in a "apparent ideological celebration ofThatcherism." The alternative account emphasized the political-economic under-pinnings of
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Thatcherism, arguing that it was primarily a state strategy to reestablish the conditions for sustained capitalist accumulation.c More recently, this argument has been further developed using concepts from the neo-Marxist Regulation school. In this later formulation, neo-liberalism is understood as a mode of social regulation--one possible form of a "Schumpterian workfare state."26 Jamie Peck and Adam Tickell, in contrast, argue that rather than representing a new mode of social regulation, neo-liberalism should be seen as a regulatory vacuum and the outbreak of "jungle law."27 The work of Jane Jenson is also influenced by Regulation theory.28 However, unlike her counterparts discussed above, the question of identity formation is central to her analysis. Jenson is concerned to explore the ''universe of political discourse" within which identities are socially constructed. Her emphasis is on political agency: how it is that groups of people mobilize around particular collective identities in order to represent their interests and intervene in the process of restructuring. Her primary emphasis is on oppositional identities, in particular those of social movements, rather than those constituted through official institutions and narratives. In the context of the argument made in this paper, the strength of Jenson's work is that she alerts us to the idea that the universe of political discourse is not monopolized by hegemonic groups.
Innovative accounts ofneo-liberalism and welfare state restructuring emerge out of these neo-Gramscian literatures, most notably in the work of socialist-feminist analysts. Janine Brodie, for example, argues that the contemporary shift in governing practices is "a historic alteration in state form which enacts simultaneous changes in cultural assumptions, political identities and the very terrain of political struggle."29 Her work interrogates new discourses of social welfare, marks shifts in understandings of citizenship, and explores how these articulate with new understandings of gender relations. Moreover, she stresses that social movements are part of this complex matrix of discursive construction and reconstruction.w Likewise, in an analysis of the "politics of post-welfare state arrangements" in the Ministry of Health and Social Services in Quebec, Dominique Masson explicates the role of women's organizations in shaping new state forms, emphasizing that restructuring is a contested process and "a complex, messy and contingent historical phenomena."31 These analyses show that new political configurations are more multi-vocal than we might previously have understood. Most immediately, we are alerted to the possibility that there are different configurations of neo-liberalism, and that close inspection of particular neo-liberal political projects is more likely to reveal a complex and hybrid political imaginary, rather than the straightforward implementation of a unified and coherent philosophy. Moreover, in making visible the claims of those all too often portrayed as the ''victims'' of welfare state restructuring, these studies emphasize that new welfare state arrangements emerge out of political struggle, rather than being imposed in a top down manner. Finally, and not unrelatedly, we are forced to explore the notion that power is productive, and that the articulations between hegemonic and oppositional claims give rise to new political subjectivities and social identities which then enter into the "discourse of restructuring."32 Neo-Iiberalism as Govemmentality As will be apparent from the discussion above, it is a short step from ideology to discourse, and thus to the third reading of neo-liberalism to feature in this paper. However, this step requires us to move from Gramsci to Foucault, and from neo-Marxism to post-structuralism. In poststructuralist literatures, discourse is understood not simply as a form of rhetoric disseminated by hegemonic economic and political groups, nor as the framework within which people represent their lived experience, but rather as a system of meaning that constitutes institutions, practices and identities in contradictory and disjunctive ways.v Indeed, Hall himself has taken this step with a self-identified shift from a "base-superstructure ideology model" to a "discursive model." 34 The most influential post-structuralist theorization of neo-liberalism is that associated with the neo-Foucauldian literature on governmentality.a> This literature makes a useful distinction between government and governance, and argues that while neoliberalism may mean less government, it does not follow that there is less governance. While on one hand neo-liberalism problematizes the state and is concerned to specify its limits through the invocation of individual choice, on the other hand it involves forms of governance that encourage both institutions and individuals to conform to the norms ofthe market. Elsewhere I have used the term "market governance" to capture this point. 36 u The governmentality literature has inspired innovative analyses of welfare state restructuring which show that social policy reform is linked to a new specification of the object of governance. The conception of a national community of citizens, made up of male breadwinners and female domestic workers, has been usurped by a new understanding in which not only are firms to be entrepreneurial, enterprising and innovative, but so too are political subjects. Neo-liberal strategies of rule, found in diverse realms including workplaces, educational institutions and health and welfare agencies, encourage people to see themselves as individualized and active subjects responsible for enhancing their own well being. This conception of the "active society" can also be linked to a particular politics of self in which we are all encouraged to ''work on ourselves" in a range of domains, including the "counter cultural movements" outside the purview of traditional conceptions of the political.I?
Nikolas Rose elucidates the process by which this new formula of rule has usurped that of the welfare state.38 He argues that it was the linking of the critiques of the welfare state (from both sides of the political spectrum) to the political technologies associated with marketization, that provided the basis for "advanced liberal" rule. Welfare agencies are now to be governed, not directly from above, but through technologies such as budget disciplines, accountancy and audit. In association with this "degovernmentalization" of the welfare state, competition and consumer demand have supplanted the norms of "public service." Correspondingly, the citizen is re-specified as an active agent both able and obliged to exercise autonomous choices. In his research on unemployment, William Walters has looked at how this new understanding forms the basis for active labour market policies, and is associated with the "desocialization" of unemployment and poverty.s?
The political implications of these analyses are perhaps more subtle than those discussed previously. As O'Malley, Weir and Shearing explain, ''the broad aim of the approach is to generate a 'post-social politics' that provides a successor to socialism, but which nonetheless is more than a simple condemnation of neo-liberal and neo-conservative thinking."40 At the same time, those working within this tradition are clear that they wish to avoid generating a specific political programme. Rather they aspire to "fragment the present;" "the received fixedness and inevitability of the present is destabilized, shown as just sufficiently fragile as to let in a little glimpse of freedom-as a practice of difference-through its fractures."41 This politics stresses the complexity, ambiguity and the contingency of contemporary political formations to maximize possibilities for critical responses and interventions.
As yet, however, the governmentality literature has not paid a great deal of attention to the politics surrounding specific programmes and policies.P This is particularly the case vis-a-vis theorizations of neo-liberalism in that the emphasis has been on broad governmental themes rather than specific neo-liberal projects. This programmatic orientation is reflected in the distinction made by Nikolas Rose between "advanced liberalism" as a governmentality and "neo-liberalism" as a political ideology.v Yet it is obvious that without analyses of the "messy actualities" of particular neo-liberal projects, those working within this analytic run the risk of precisely the problem they wish to avoid-that of producing generalized accounts of historical epochs. Indeed, this is precisely the criticism made of this literature by Boris Frankel, who argues that advanced liberalism is a totalizing concept, despite attempts to distance the governmentality literature from other grand theories.sMoreover, in the few instances where the emphasis has been on neo-liberal projects, the analysis has tended to focus on official discourses, as read through government policy documents. As Pat O'Malley explains, this means that this body of work privileges official discourses, with the result that it is difficult to recognize the imbrication of resistance and rule. 45 My point is that despite its origins in Foucauldian formulations, remarkably few of these analyses draw from the discourses of oppositional groups as well as those of hegemonic groups.s« It is in this context that I argue for a formulation that draws on the insights of both the neo-Marxist and socialist-feminist analyses discussed in the second section of the paper, and the governmentality literature examined herein.
Theorizing the "New Zealand Experiment" The ''New Zealand experiment" is a particularly challenging case through which to work my argument. International attention has focused on this country not only because of the depth and rapidity of the reforms instituted by successive governments since 1984, but also because this case appears to involve the direct application of a clearly delineated theoretical model. For example, John Gray, Professor of Politics at Oxford University, recently observed:
The neo-liberal experiment in New Zealand is the most ambitious attempt at constructing the free market as a social institution to be implemented anywhere this century. It is a clearer case ofthe costs and limits of reinventing the free market than the Thatcherite experiment in Britain. 47 While these comments may be somewhat exaggerated, even more nuanced commentators agree the "New Zealand experiment" was an early and extreme example of the now widespread transition from social democracy to neo-liberalism in welfare state societies."
In most discussions of the "New Zealand experiment," neo-liberalism is understood as a coherent, top-down, state-initiated policy agenda based on a unified political philosophy. Indeed there is such a tight identification between neo-liberalism and the state that in the most recent edited collection on the political economy of New Zealand they are referenced together.s? There is also a widespread assumption that this policy agenda has "programmatic coherence'w despite the diversity of political perspectives and ideological standpoints from which concepts such as devolution, community and empowerment are disseminated. Even when the resonance between hegemonic and oppositional claims is acknowledged, the explanation tends to be in terms of "their" cooption of "our" language. One consequence of this formulation is that many of those who would contest this policy agenda unwittingly reinforce the coherence ofneo-liberalism.
It is the "programmatic coherence" of neo-liberalism that this paper seeks to challenge. My claim is that in constructing neo-liberalism as a monolithic apparatus that is completely knowable and in full control of the "New Right," such analyses inadvertently reconstruct its hegemony. In this regard I am persuaded by Wendy Brown's argument that many well-intentioned contemporary political projects and theoretical postures inadvertently redraw the very configurations and effects of power they seek to vanquish.>! Both neo-Marxist and socialist-feminist literatures on the "politics of restructuring" and the post-structuralist literatures on governmentality open up possibilities to theorize the "New Zealand experiment" in ways that emphasize its historically contingent and internally contradictory aspects, rather than its coherence. In this regard, it will be apparent that I take seriously the post-structuralist admonition to recognize the consequences of our theories, and to make visible "contested representations within what are putatively singular or common cultures." 52 What then might we see if we were to take such an approach? Most immediately, the analysis needs to be grounded in a detailed investigation of the case in order to make visible the messy actualities of new forms of governance; the contradictions, complexities and inconsistencies that inevitably characterize neo-liberal political projects, including the "New Zealand experiment." Moreover, whereas a more orthodox account might analyse these differences as simply permutations on a more general themestressing, for example, the similarities between Rogernomics and Thatcherism-an approach grounded in the literatures explored herein would stress the specificity of these political projects.v Such an approach understands that different formulations of neoliberalism emerge out of a multiplicity of political forces always in competition with one another, producing unintended outcomes and unexpected alignments. Moreover, the emergence of new political projects is never a complete rupture with what has gone before, but rather is part of an ongoing process involving the recomposition of political rationalities, programmes and identities.
In terms of substantive research projects, the differing strands of thought that come together under the label of neo-liberalism in New Zealand can be identified and explored. Reviving the distinction between neo-conservatism and neo-liberalism, and then identifying variants within each of these formulations, may be a critical first step.>' In this regard, the work of Bruce Jesson et aZ. and Anne Else is notable, and can be used to inform contemporary concerns.s' Both were concerned to emphasize two different strands of "new right ideology"-libertarianism and authoritarianism-and argued the fourth Labour government was dominated by libertarians. This argument could be extended. For example, whereas Hall argued that Thatcherism managed to articulate neo-liberalism with neo-conservatism, it could be argued that the achievement of the fourth Labour government was that it was able to articulate a libertarian version of neo-liberalism with social democratic aspirations.56This point also alerts us to the importance of exploring the contradictions between socialjustice and economic agendas during the 1980s. This is an often noted, but rarely investigated, aspect of existing commentaries on the "New Zealand experiment."
In contrast, the policies and programmes of the National government of the 1990s involved an articulation between a more
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- ----------------------------_ ._----authoritarian version of neo-liberalism and neo-conservatism, and was thus a more recognizable "New Right" configuration. Even during the 1990s, however, there were diverse and sometimes contradictory formulations. There were, for example, clear tensions between "market governance" in the economic realm premised on individualistic and entrepreneurial economic subjects who could be "governed from a distance," and the increased visibility of the state in the area of social policy. These tensions were most notable in the 1998 proposal to develop a "Code of Social and Family Responsibility." This Code was premised on the assumption that direct monitoring of New Zealand families could be used to foster self-reliant and enterprising neo-libera1 subjects. Rather than conflating these tensions under broad claims about the "New Right," the contradictions within and between these political rationales can be made explicit and explored.t"
It follows that greater attention should be paid to the contestations within and between hegemonic (neo-liberal?) groups. Already there is work that alerts us to the existence of such tensions; for example the debates within the Labour party,58 or the well-publicized clashes between the Employers Federation and the Manufacturers Federation. Closer attention to the specificities ofneo-liberalism would also encourage "de-centered" approaches to the state, with an emphasis on the detail of the restructuring of different government departments and state agencies. In this regard, Geoff Fougere's 1997 research on the health sector in New Zealand is indicative. 59His institutionalist analysis shows that the new "hybrid" health system is less the result of design from above than "skilful improvisation" from below. He identifies the "confusion" of principles and forms of organization in this sector, and argues that rather than this being a transitional moment (from one pure form to another), the new health apparatus may well be more permanent than is commonly assumed.
Inevitably such projects multiply the social locations from which new formulations emerge. Social movements become visible in these analyses, not simply as victims, but as active agents in the process of political-economic change. At the same time, it needs to be recognized that political "resistance" is figured by and within, rather than being external to, the regimes of power it contests.s'' Again, signposts exist for such work. Denese Henare and Brenda Tahi, for example, emphasize that in New Zealand public sector restructuring has been significantly shaped by attempts to institutionalize bi-culturalism.st As Mason Durie observes:
Positive Maori development, with its focus on tribal responsibilities for health, education, welfare, economic progress, and greater autonomy, fitted quite comfortably with the free market philosophy of a minimal state, non-government provision of services, economic selfsufficiency and privatization. 62 This is not to suggest that the discourses ofneo-liberalism and tino rangatiratanga can be reduced to each other, nor is it to deny neo-liberal hegemony. However it is to take seriously the idea that new welfare state arrangements emerge out of political struggle, rather than being simply imposed in a top-down marmer. In New Zealand demands from Maori for the right to deliver services in culturally appropriate forms constitute a very significant critique of the post-war welfare state. Moreover, as Elizabeth Rata argues, in the last two decades there has been a dialectical interaction between state actors and Maori as both have attempted to reposition themselves in a wider global context. During this process, neo-liberals and some Maori found themselves in unexpected agreement on a key theme: namely, the dangers of continued dependency on the state. 63 In this case, therefore, we see very clearly that the claims of social movements are part of the discursive construction and reconstruction associated with welfare state restructuring.
Similarly, while the economic restructuring programme initiated by the fourth Labour government is often seen as detrimental for women, there were also important feminist victories during this period. An active women's council and a feminist party president meant that broader feminist struggles were reflected in both Labour party organization and policy proposals. Once elected, the fourth Labour cabinet was notable for the inclusion of several "stroppy women."64The presence of these women provided the impetus for important initiatives, including the establishment of a Ministry for Women's Affairs. EEO programmes were also advanced, becoming mandatory in the public sector with the passing of the State Sector Act 1988. In her analysis of the EEO initiative, Alex Woodley argues its success could be attributed to a general appreciation of the merits of the case, together with widespread political support from women in parliament, the bureaucracy, com-munity groups and trade unions.e> Homosexual Law Reform and the short-lived Employment Equity Act 66 were amongst the other important initiatives. Thus, whereas neo-liberalism is often associated with an anti-feminist backlash (see David, 67 for example, on the United Kingdom and the United States), the contrary was the case in New Zealand during the 1980s.
Understanding neo-liberalism through these lenses also encourages investigation of the reformulation of identities, not simply as the outcome of rhetoric or political manipulation, but rather as an integral part of the process of restructuring. It would centre the recognition that political power does not just act on political subjects, but constructs them in particular ways.68 This would help us understand the processes by which the subjectivities of New Zealanders have become more closely aligned with the individualistic assumptions that underpin neo-liberalism, and how economic identities have come to be posited as a new basis for political life, usurping those associated with social citizenship. Elsewhere, for example, I have shown that the restructuring of the telecommunications industry was integrally associated with a move away from governmental conceptions of the "public" and the concomitant centring of the "consumer" as the hegemonic political-economic identity. The analysis demonstrated that this change was a consequence of the contestation between dominant and oppositional claims, rather than being simply imposed from above.s?
This attention to identity can be extended to consider how new gendered, racialized and classed subjectivities are also emerging out of the articulations between hegemonic and oppositional claims in the "discourse of restructuring."70 It is notable, for example, that the new "consumer-citizen" is de-gendered.?! The concept of the male breadwinner has also been eroded, manifest in a more gender-neutral model of the citizen worker.Z-Government agencies and documents now recognize diverse family forms, rather than insisting on a culturally specific nuclear model of the nuclear family, and more often use the gender-neutral term "parents," rather than the gender specific terms "mothers" and "fathers." Indeed, one of the striking aspects of the proposed Code of Social and Family Responsibility was that despite the emphasis on the family as a self-supporting site of social well-being, it explicitly referred to mothers only when discussing pregnancy and child bearing, and exhorted fathers to assume more responsibility for childcare and family life.
Of course, it is easy to be cynical about these changes. Certainly, when second wave feminists demanded the rights to economic independence and labour force participation for women on the same terms as men, they did not anticipate increasing numbers of men being employed in jobs and under terms and conditions once associated only with women.ts Moreover, women who opt for motherhood now find their labour devalued in a context where paid work appears to be all,74 whereas those who choose not to have children contend with the legacy of earlier formulations and are seen as ''un-natural women." My point is, however, that there is an articulation between feminist claims for gender neutrality premised on the assumption that women have the right to autonomous personhood, and neo-liberal claims for possessive individualism. As O'Connor, Orloff and Shaver remind us, neoliberalism emerged in a period when increasing numbers of women entered into the labour market, and during which liberal feminists have forcefully asserted women's personhood in law and the market.v> The consequence is that neo-liberals are thus more willing to recognize women as individuals in their own right than their post-war political counterparts.
Conclusion
Most immediately, I am making a claim for a more detailed engagement with contemporary changes in governance, rather than dismissing them as the prerogative of the "New Right." Such investigations may reveal that neo-liberalism is a more tenuous phenomenon than is commonly assumed. By focusing attention on the historically specific and internally contradictory aspects of neo-liberalism, and the shaping of specific neo-liberal projects by articulations between both hegemonic and non-hegemonic groups, it will become apparent that neo-liberalism, like the welfare state, is "more an ethos or an ethical ideal, than a set of completed or established institutions."76 The emergence of new forms of political power does not simply involve the imposition of a new understanding on top of the old. The transformation of a polity involves the complex linking of various domains of practice, is ongoingly contested, and the result is not a foregone conclusion. Consequently, contemporary forms of rule are inevitably composite, plural and multi-form.
Thus, while fully recognizing the distinctiveness of the contemporary forms of political-economic life, it will become possible to move past the either/or debates that currently structure political life. If neo-liberalism cannot be reduced to a single set of philosophical principles or a unified political ideology, nor is necessarily linked to a particular political apparatus, this will encourage us to think about different versions of neo-liberalism, and allow exploration of the possibilities that might enhance social wellbeing. As O'Malley, Weir and Shearing explain:
Not only does (the governmentality literature) provide a theoretical elaboration which potentially opens everyday and institutional programmes and practices for critical and tactical thinking, it also provides a considerable array of empirical work in terms of which interventions can be examined and thought out.??
Obviously these claims challenge many orthodoxies. Yet without such an engagement, we restrict our potential to imagine political alternatives. Only by theorizing neo-liberalism as a multi-vocal and contradictory phenomenon can we make visible the contestations and struggles that we are currently engaged in. Moreover, the alternatives, premised on monolithic conceptions ofthe "New Right," are both politically disempowering and intellectually unsatisfying. As academics, we need to pay careful attention to the reasons why the so-called "rhetoric" of programmers resonates, parodies and complicates our analyses, if only because in acknowledging the complexity of neo-liberalism we stand a better chance of identifying possibilities to advance social justice aims in a new context.
Notes
An earlier version of this paper was presented as part of the President's Panel at the 1998 Australasian Political Science Association Conference. That version, which was written primarily for a New Zealand audience, was subsequently published in 
